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PWG Recent Activities

2017:

International Workshop on Physics with Positrons at Jefferson Lab

2018:

Letter of Intent to PAC46

2020:

2 DVCS Proposals to PAC48

White Paper: An Experimental Program with Positron Beams

at the Jefferson Laboratory
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Putting positrons into CEBAF

See 2020 Proposals, 2018 LOI for more details.

Figure 6. An approach to adding positron capability to CEBAF [Gol10].

positrons within a useful phase volume) with the energy of the electron beam
used to produce the positrons, one can speculate that an excellent approach
to the production of a very intense positron beam at CEBAF would be to use
the 2.2 GeV beam from the first pass through CEBAF to generate positrons,
transport this beam to the injection point (adding a phase shift relative to the
electron beam) and then accelerate this beam through the full CEBAF accel-
erator. This would require the reversal of the fields in all of the recirculation
system and the addition of a 6th recirculation path placed below the current
system to transport the initial electron beam to the positron production tar-
get. It would, however, be a very expensive solution.

When polarized positrons are desired, it is essential to investigate the opti-
mization of the Figure-of-Merit (P 2

z I); based on the calculated behavior seen
for lower energy polarized positron production, one can speculate that it would
be useful to tweak the system so that the energy of the positrons selected for
injection into CEBAF would be roughly half of the first pass energy [Dum11].
The acceleration phase of the positron beam in the first (North) linac could
then be adjusted so that the energy of the beam after acceleration in that
linac was the nominal (1.1 GeV) energy of the usual electron beam at that
point. For the case where unpolarized positrons are desired, it is likely that
the maximum useful positron flux would be obtained by selecting positrons at
energies as low as 123 MeV (the standard energy of the injector for CEBAF at
12 GeV) and to accelerate them through the first linac with full energy gain
(i.e. at a phase 180� away from the standard electron phase).

A second approach to positron beams for CEBAF is shown in Fig. 6 [Gol10].
The idea is to build a complete second injector dedicated to positron produc-
tion. The new injector would be built in a new building located adjacent to
the current injector tunnel. A 123 MeV electron linac with a polarized elec-
tron source would drive a positron production target. A slit and magnet system
that follows the production target would select the positrons to be accelerated.
They would then be passed through a second linac, accelerated to 123 MeV for
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PEPPo Method: transfer polarization from e− to e+

1 µA unpolarized

100 nA with 40% polarization
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2020 White Paper

An Experimental Program with Positron Beams at the Jefferson

Laboratory

Topical Areas

Deeply-Virtual Compton Scattering

Two-Photon Exchange (TPE)

Tests of the Standard Model

Each area has several experiment concepts.

Three TPE concepts use SBS.
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Positrons help separate DVCS from Bethe-Heitler

Figure 2. Lowest order QED amplitude of the electroproduction of real photons o↵
nucleons.

high intensity continuous polarized electron beams with high energy together
with capable detector systems at di↵erent facilities is providing today an un-
precedented but still limited insight into this problem. Similarly to the elastic
scattering case, the combination of measurements with polarized electrons and
polarized positrons in the deep inelastic regime will allow to obtain unique ex-
perimental observables enabling a more accurate and refined interpretation.

The GPD framework [Mul94] constitutes the most appealing and advanced pa-
rameterization of hadron structure. It encodes the internal structure of matter
in terms of quarks and gluons and unifies within the same framework electro-
magnetic form factors, parton distributions, and the description of the nucleon
spin (see [Die03, Bel05] for a review). GPDs can be interpreted as the prob-
ability to find a parton at a given transverse position and carrying a certain
fraction of the longitudinal momentum of the nucleon. The combination of
longitudinal and transverse degrees of freedom is responsible for the richness
of this universal framework.

GPDs are involved in any deep process and are preferentially accessed in hard
lepto-production of real photons (i.e. DVCS). This process competes with the
known BH reaction [Bet34] where real photons are emitted from the initial or
final leptons instead of from the probed hadronic state (Fig. 2). The lepton
beam charge and polarization dependence of the eN(A)� cross section o↵
nucleons(nuclei) writes [Die09]

�e
�0 = �BH + �DV CS + � e�DV CS + e �INT + e� e�INT (8)

where the index INT denotes the interference contribution to the cross section
originating from the quantum interference of the BH and DVCS processes.
Polarized electron scattering provides the experimental observables
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involving unseparated combinations of the unknwon INT and DV CS reaction
amplitudes. The comparison between polarized electron and polarized positron
reactions provides the additional observables
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Beam charge asymmetries for Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering

on the proton at CLAS12

Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering using a positron beam in Hall C

4 additional white paper concepts
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Positrons can be used to search

for possible dark photons.
Light dark matter searches with positrons
L. Marsicano, M. Battaglieri, A. Celentano, M. Raggi

We present two complementary measurements to search for
light dark matter at Jefferson Laboratory, exploiting a possible
positron beam available in the future at this facility. Light dark
matter is the new compelling hypothesis that identifies dark
matter with new sub-GeV “Hidden Sector” states, neutral un-
der Standard Model interactions and interacting with our world
through a new force. Accelerator-based searches at the intensity
frontier are uniquely suited to explore it.
Thanks to the unique properties of the CEBAF (Continuous
Electron Beam Accelerator Facility) beam – the high intensity
and the high energy – and exploiting a novel light dark mat-
ter production mechanism, the positron annihilation on atomic
electrons, the proposed experiments will be able to explore new
regions in the light dark matter parameters space, confirming
or ruling out this hypothesis.

Introduction

The existence of dark matter (DM) is a “smoking gun” evi-
dence of physics beyond the Standard Model (SM). However,
all experimental evidence is based on gravitational effects,
and so far we know nothing about the particle content
of DM: uncovering this puzzle is thus a top priority in
fundamental physics. Since its formulation, this compelling
question motivated a large number of experiments aimed at
DM detection. So far the theoretical and experimental ef-
forts have focused on the WIMPs (Weakly Interacting Mas-
sive Particles) scenario, assuming new high mass particles
interacting via the known SM weak force [211]. However,
null results in direct detection experiments of galactic halo
DM and in high-energy accelerator searches at the LHC call
for an alternative explanation to the current paradigm [212].
In recent years a new, alternative hypothesis for the DM na-
ture has been introduced. This predicts the existence of sub-
GeV light dark matter (LDM) particles, interacting with
SM states through a new interaction. The simplest model
predicts LDM particles (denoted as ‰) with masses below
1 GeV/c2, charged under a new force and interacting with the
SM particles via the exchange of a light spin-1 boson, usually
referred to as “heavy photon” or “dark photon” (AÕ) [213–
215]. This picture allows the existence of an entire new
“Dark Sector”, with its own particles and interactions, and is
compatible with the well-motivated hypothesis of DM ther-
mal origin [216]. It assumes that, in the early Universe, DM
reached the thermal equilibrium with SM particles through
an interaction mechanism such as the one described above.
The present DM density, deduced from astrophysics mea-
surements, is thus a relic “remnant” of its primordial abun-
dance [216]. The thermal origin hypothesis provides a rela-
tion between the observed DM density and the model param-
eters, resulting in a clear, predictive target for discovery or
falsification [217].
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Fig. 54. Three different AÕ production modes in fixed target lepton beam experi-
ments: (a) AÕ-strahlung in e≠/e+-nucleon scattering; (b) AÕ-strahlung in e+e≠

annihilation; (c) resonant AÕ production in e+e≠ annihilation.

Many LDM models have been proposed, with different hy-
pothesis for the LDM to AÕ coupling (diagonal or off-
diagonal), as well as for the particle nature (scalar or
fermion). However, the phenomenology of thermal freeze-
out and the consequences on the LDM particle physics
model arise solely from the ratio between the mediator and
the LDM mass. In particular, the most relevant scenario
for accelerator-based experiments is the direct annihilation
regime in which 2m‰ < mAÕ . In this case, the dominant
LDM-to-SM process is the s≠channel virtual mediator ex-
change, ‰‰ æ AÕú æ ff , where f is a charged SM fermion.
The velocity-averaged cross-section for this process scales as
È‡vÍ ƒ –DÁ2m‰

2/mAÕ4, with the ‰-to-AÕ mass ratio and
the dark coupling g2

D = –D
4fi at most O(1) and the parame-

ter Á defining the intensity of the mixing between the dark
photon and the SM photon.
Since the thermal origin mechanisms implies �DM Ã
1/È‡vÍ, the minimum SM-LDM coupling compatible with
the observed DM abundance is: �DM = 0.269±0.007 [218]:

y © Á2–D

3
m‰

mAÕ

44
& È‡vÍrelicm2

‰. (94)

This constraint, within the simple AÕ model, is valid for every
DM/mediator variation up to order-one factors, provided that
mDM <mMED: reaching this benchmark sensitivity is the
ultimate goal of all light dark matter searches.

Dark sector searches with positron beams on
fixed targets
The production of LDM particles can be generated in colli-
sions of electrons or positrons of several GeV with a fixed tar-

LDM searches with e+ e+@JLab White Paper | 63

Fig. 61. The expected sensitivity for the thin-target (red) and thick-target (orange)
measurements, compared to existing exclusion limits (gray area) and projections for
future efforts (dotted lines). The black lines are the thermal targets for elastic and
inelastic scalar LDM (I), Majorana fermion LDM (II), and pseudo-Dirac fermion LDM
(III).

based on realistic Montecarlo simulations. Furthermore, the
detector can be based on an already-existing and working
setup, the PADME experiment at LNF [224]. As discussed
before, the possibility of installing PADME at JLab, bene-
fiting from both the exiting equipment and the experience in
operating it is a compelling possibility, allowing to run suc-
cesfully the thin-target measurements from day one.
Meanwhile, we propose starting the necessary R&D activ-
ity in preparation to the thick-target measurement, exploiting
synergic activities at the laboratory in the context of the EIC
program. The goal is to be ready to start the measurements
on a time scale of few years after the beginning of the e+

program at JLab.

Conclusions and outlook
In this document, we presented two complementary experi-
ments to explore the dark sector exploiting a future e+ beam
at JLab. The unique properties of this facility - the high en-
ergy, the large intensity, and the versatile operation mode will
allow these two efforts to investigate unexplored, large re-
gions in the parameters space, beyond that covered by current
or planned experiments.
In summary, the availability of a positron beam will make
JLab the ultimate facility to explore the dark sector, and
the proposed experimental program will allow confirma-
tion or rejection of the LDM hypothesis by covering the
thermal targets in a wide region of the parameters space.
Although not discussed in this document, we envisage a
comprehensive experimental program, with dedicated mea-
surements to investigate the full LDM scenario, including
the most important variations of the vanilla model here dis-
cussed. Possible efforts include, for example, a beam-dump
experiment with a positron beam to investigate both the visi-
ble and invisible LDM scenario [219, 227], as well as a dedi-

cated measurement to scrutiny the recently reported 8Be and
4He anomalies [243, 244].

LDM searches with e+ e+@JLab White Paper | 69
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Hard two-photon exchange may explain

the proton’s form factor discrepancy.
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Hard two-photon exchange may explain

the proton’s form factor discrepancy.
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Hard two-photon exchange may explain

the proton’s form factor discrepancy.
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Hard TPE can be accessed through

several different observables.
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OLYMPUS, CLAS, VEPP-3 observed small TPE

but only covered Q2 < 2 GeV2.
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Polarization transfer in ~e+p → e+~p scattering

using the Super BigBite Spectrometer
A. J. R. Puckett et al.

4.4 GeV e+ beam

40 cm liquid H2 target

SBS for proton polarimetry

CDET + ECAL for electron detection
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Polarization transfer in ~e+p → e+~p scattering

using the Super BigBite Spectrometer
A. J. R. Puckett et al.

4.4 GeV e+ beam

40 cm liquid H2 target

SBS for proton polarimetry

CDET + ECAL for electron detection

Lepton Ee
〈
Q2
〉

θe 〈ε〉 θp pp Event rate Days

GeV GeV2 deg. deg. GeV Hz

e+ 4.4 2.6 27.0 0.84 36.2 2.15 16 30

e+ 4.4 3.4 32.5 0.76 31.1 2.56 7 60

e− 4.4 3.4 32.5 0.76 31.1 2.56 1,050 1
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This would be mellow compared with

upcoming high-rate SBS measurements.
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Direct two-photon exchange measurement via

e+p/e−p scattering at low ε in Hall A

E. Cline et al.

Unpolarized inclusive elastic

scattering

SBS, BigBite, and 1 HRS to

maximize acceptance

2 week measurement
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Direct two-photon exchange measurement via

e+p/e−p scattering at low ε in Hall A
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Transverse single-spin asymmetries are only

possible with multi-photon exchange.
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Target-Normal Single Spin Asymmetries

measured with positrons

A. Schmidt et al.

Unpolarized inclusive elastic

scattering (100 nA)

Polarized frozen spin proton

target

SBS, BigBite, and 1 HRS to

maximize acceptance

15-day measurement
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Summary

Wiki page:

wiki.jlab.org/pwgwiki

Mailing list:

Sign-up:

pwg-request@jlab.org

Check out our upcoming White Paper

Hopefully on arXiv in a couple weeks.
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